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In December 2023, in Paris, during the closed-door session of the annual

Corporate Startup Stars Awards - organized by Mind the Bridge and the

International Chamber of Commerce - we had the opportunity to engage with the

heads of innovation from several of the world's top 100 most innovative corporates.

This proved to be an invaluable opportunity to share insights and firsthand assess

which open innovation tools have demonstrated success thus far, along with future

plans of these corporates. In this brief report, we present a summary of the key

outcomes from our discussions, which include the findings of a structured survey

circulated at the end of the session. Some trends are clearly visible.

Innovation models are constantly evolving, adopting a more “hybrid” and

“sophisticated” approach.

• Corporate Accelerators are experiencing a downturn, while Venture Builders
are on the rise, albeit with some concerns.

• The Venture Client model maintains its status as the favorite tool for engaging startups.

• Antennas, CVC and Intrapreneurship are also widely adopted.

Open Innovation persists as a global play, despite current geopolitical instability.

• Silicon Valley and Israel remain the places to be.

• Additional ecosystems such as the US East Coast, Europe, China, Australia, South Korea,
and the MENA region, are emerging and gaining prominence.

Budget cuts in innovation are anticipated.

• A growing number of companies are expected to reduce their innovation spending in 2024

• The top 30th percentile of the world’s leading companies plans to increase investments
despite challenging economic conditions.

There is a heightened focus on tracking impact and measuring results in Open

Innovation.

• The majority of companies employ a multidimensional measurement approach
for Open Innovation KPIs.

• Emphasis is shifting towards measuring new business creation rather than cost savings.

• How to track strategic impact and cultural transformation are the big elephants in the
(Open Innovation) room.

GenAI and DeepTech dominate the conversation.

Disclaimer: The data presented in this report reflects the perspectives and opinions of over 50 senior innovation

leaders, the proclaimed "Corporate Startup Stars." It is essential to note that the evidence gathered may not

necessarily be applicable to companies that are newly venturing into the Open Innovation landscape.

what 2024
has in store
for open innovation
Alberto Onetti | Chairman, Mind the Bridge
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In recent years, corporates have amassed extensive

experience in collaborating with startups across

various initiatives and tools.

As a result, Open Innovation is no longer

a black box or a realm for blind experimentation;

instead, best practices are increasingly emerging1.

However, the tools and initiatives employed by

corporates to engage with startups are numerous

and continually evolving. Illustrated in Figure 1,

these range from intrapreneurship programs,

accelerators, startup studios, and venture

builders to outposts in global tech hubs (antennas),

partnerships (venture client), investments, and

acquisitions (M&A).

Conversely, the internal enabling conditions,

including innovation strategy, organization and

processes, and the underlying corporate culture,

while less visible, are equally critical in delivering

impact and, ultimately, extracting strategic value.

is one and many
open innovation

1 - Mind the Bridge, Open Innovation: The Age of Hybridization and Results - Evolve or Be Extinct Season 2023, Paris, December 2023
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OPEN INNOVATION FRAMEWORK

Source: Mind the Bridge
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Open innovation should be viewed as a dynamic

and multifaceted play that demands a holistic

approach and dedicated support.

The experience of the top 100 Corporate Startup

Stars reveals the following:

• 92% of innovation leaders have a dedicated

Open Innovation unit.

• For 46% of them, Open Innovation has a

dedicated C-level executive.

• Another 46% have one level of separation

between the person in charge of Open Innovation

and the top management.

• In only 8% of the top companies,

Open Innovation is distanced from the C-suite

(with 2 or more levels of separation).

dedicated units
and c-level support

open innovation needs

FIGURE 2

OPEN INNOVATION ORGANIZATION

Source: Mind the Bridge
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FIGURE 3

OPEN INNOVATION MODELS ADOPTION: CURRENT AND FORECAST

Source: Mind the Bridge
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We checked with companies which open innovation

tools have been working thus far and their future

plans.

The Venture Client model continues to be the

preferred tool for engaging startups, with 95% of

companies utilizing it, primarily for H1 innovation

goals.

78% of top companies invest in startups, and an

additional 5% plan to launch a CVC unit.

Top companies have a direct presence in major tech

clusters, as evidenced by 87% deploying Innovation

Outposts or Antennas (with an extra 3% planning to

do so). However, 5% plan to reduce their

international innovation footprint.

Intrapreneurship is adopted by 84% of respondents,

with an additional 5% planning to implement it and a

similar percentage considering discontinuation.

M&As are employed by 73% of companies, and

another 8% are expected to join the group of startup

acquirers. Nevertheless, startup M&A remains more

of an occasional activity than a structured approach.

Startup Accelerators are currently used by only 57%

of companies, with 11% planning to dismiss them.

Venture Builders are confirmed to be on the rise,

with 51% of respondents already somewhat using

this tool and 14% planning to introduce it (although

5% are considering downsizing). Various approaches

emerged from the discussions, indicating that the

model is still in its early stages.

what is trending
(and what is no longer)

open innovation models:
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Each December, we survey the heads of innovation

of the world's top 100 companies to gather insights

into their innovation budgets for the upcoming year.

In Figure 4, you will find their responses,

comparing the data to the answers provided

in the last two years.

The group of companies increasing investments in

Open Innovation has slightly decreased, moving

from 32% in the past two years to 27% in 2024.

Conversely, the group of companies planning

to maintain the same level of spending

has decreased by 16%, dropping from 62% to 46%.

Notably, the group of companies cutting innovation

budgets is progressively increasing, rising from

3% in 2022 to 27% in 2024.

In summary:

• Open Innovation remains an area that attracts

investments.

• The top (30th) percentile of the best companies

continues to increase spending.

• A certain level of downsizing is anticipated

across the board.

winter is coming
open innovation

FIGURE 4

INNOVATION BUDGET: FORECAST

Source: Mind the Bridge
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The ultimate goal of Open Innovation is to trigger

strategy evolution rather than solely advancing

Technology.

When inquiring about the ultimate impact

of Open Innovation actions, the responses paint

a revealing picture:

97% of companies emphasized the impact

on Strategy, surpassing the 92% that highlighted

Technology.

Sustainability takes precedence over Financial

impact, with 73% prioritizing Sustainability compared

to 70% focusing on Financial outcomes.

A noteworthy 30% of respondents referenced

the impact on Diversity, while a smaller 8% factor

Cultural impact.

technology
follows strategy

open innovation:

FIGURE 5

OPEN INNOVATION IMPACT

Source: Mind the Bridge
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Evaluating the impact of Open Innovation

necessitates a multidimensional measurement

approach.

Among the world's leading companies, 83% utilize

over 3 KPIs, and 68% track 5 or more indicators.

Not surprisingly, the vast majority try to capture the

impact on Strategy, though there is no general

consensus about the KPIs to be used for tracking it.

A particularly intriguing metric is the time spent by

the CEO engaging with startups.

A higher percentage (74% compared to 62%) of

companies prioritize measuring new business

creation over cost savings.

Cultural transformation, while recognized as

relevant, proves challenging to measure,

with only half of the companies incorporating it into

their metrics.

which kpis
for tracking open innovation’s impact?

FIGURE 6

MOST USED INNOVATION KPIS
Source: Mind the Bridge
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FIGURE 7

WORLD’S MAIN SCOUTING GEOGRAPHIES

Source: Mind the Bridge
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Innovation leaders actively seek startups in the

primary technology hubs worldwide.

Silicon Valley remains a predominant choice (95%

of respondents), closely followed by Israel at 91%.

Other pivotal locations deemed essential include the

UK and Europe, along with the East Coast hubs of

NewYork and Boston, and Canada.

Notably, China, India, and Australia are emerging

as increasingly attractive destinations for global

innovation leaders. MENA and South Korea,

currently engaged by approximately one-third of the

respondents, are in the future plans of many other

innovation leaders.

go global or go home
innovation scouting:
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the new year’s resolutions
of global innovation leaders

Foster
cultural
transition

Kill the "not-invented-here"syndrome

Increase
global
visibility
of the CVC

Closer
connection
to company
growth
agenda

Strengthen
the presence

of OI
centers

Support
business
strategy

Produceculturalchange

Increase
alignment,
focus, and
impact

Create
innovationambassadorsacross functions

Strategicalignment

Define a newopen innovationstrategy

Leverage
synergies

and learning
opportunities

Increase
the degree
of autonomy

of the
innovation

unit

culture and strategy

Partner
with other
corporates

Expandinvestmenthorizon
beyondcore focus

Increase
academic

partnerships

Explore
new business
opportunities

beyond
the core

Expand
investments

from
startups

to academia

Evolve
offering to
customers

Identifynew businessopportunities

Grow
beyond core
exploration

Extend open
innovation
to other
countries

Furtherglobalizationof innovationactivities

Createspin-offs,incubateexternally,venturebuilding

Grow funnel ofH3 investments

Identify
growth

projects for
the future

Increase
boots on the

ground
(outposts in US)

beyond the core / evolving

This period of time is generally synonymous with

making NewYear's resolutions.

To gain insights into the priorities of innovation

leaders for 2024, we asked them to identify their

top three focuses, detailed on the pinboard in the

following pages.

Unsurprisingly, terms like GenAI and Deep Tech

are prominently featured. Sustainability,

encompassing climate and decarbonization,

emerges as an almost universal priority,

alongside occasional mentions of Diversity.

Other hot topics in the realm of Open Innovation

include:

• Achieving closer alignment with Strategy

• Improving and consolidating the Innovation

Structure

• Better involvement of Business Units

• Extracting results from existing Open Innovation

initiatives

• Measuring the impact of Open Innovation

• Driving Cultural transformation

• Evolving and hybridizing Open Innovation

models

• Expanding beyond core and driving

Strategy transformation

Enjoy reading their messages in the bottles.

ai, sustainability,
impact
what keeps innovation
managers up at night
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Demonstrate
true strategic
transformation

impact

Accelerateimpactof existingventure clientrelationships

Deliver
success
stories

(= revenue)

Maximize
impact

and speed

Rotate
and manage
portfolio

performance

Build
strategic
foresight
capabilities

Scaleventureclient

Measure
intangibl

e
impacts

(knowledge,

culture, b
rand)

Executeinvestments

Increase
business

growth and
customer

satisfaction

Produce
economic
results

Unleash thefull potentialof venturebuilding andintrapreneurship

Producefinancialresults

Increase
revenuefrom startups

Build new
ventures

Redefine andimprove KPIsto measureand monitorvalue impact

Make
investments

based
on market
intelligence

Close the
gap from

exploration
to

exploitation

Create valuefor customersand businessesthrough newproducts

Democratize
venture
client

approach to
hone greater

impact

Generate
value

from POCs
(tangible,
revenue)

Prioritize pilots

that create
a true impact
(create and

capture value)

Drive
meaningf

ul

impact to
core

business
via

partners
hips

Develop moreconnections/dealsbetween startupsand customers

Focuson userexperience

Industrialization
(measurable

impact)

impact and results

Embracing
the

(Generative)
AI Revolution

Speed up inutilizingGenerative AI

Attract
the best
deep-tech
startups

Open AI

AI Tech
applicability

Adoptingartificialintelligence

New paradigmdue to AI andGenerative AI

Become the
go-to partner

for the
deep-tech
ecosystem

Generative
AI

Footprint
on AI

ecosystems

Deep
technology
sourcing

the (generative) ai revolution

the new year’s resolutions
of global innovation leaders

Hire
and retain
innovation
talent

Structurestrategicinvestmentswithorganizationand processes

Standardize
innovation
initiatives

and
processes

Match
intrapreneurship
with venture

client

Foster
synergies

between all

open innovation

and venturing

activities

Introduce
innovation
pipeline

management

Anchor
global

innovation
activities

Consolidate
innovation
structure

Explore
other ways
to engage
with BUs

Legal setupforinnovationactivities

Orchestr
ation

among
innovatio

n

instrume
nts

Redefine openinnovationgovernance

Engage
internal
product
owners
further

(internal users)

Support
the core
business

Open and maintaincollaboration/communicationchannels betweeninnovation
sub-units

Increaseagilityand speedof process

Involve morethe BUs in theinnovation
journey

CVC as a
pre-round

A
tool

(internal
exits)

Combine
internal R&D
with venture

client

Diversify
funnel
intake
and exit
scenario

s

(e.g. spin-
outs)

Increase the
number of

incubated early
stage startups
to accelerator
program for
internal

engagement

Find good
balance with
corporate
mothership

Evolve
offering

to internal
stakeholders

hybridization and integration

organization and processes

Circular
economy

Decarbonization Innovate for
sustainability

ESG

Corporate
Social

Responsibility
Drivediversity

Sustainablenutrition

Sustainable
supply chain
& logistics

Sustainability

Future of
building
materials

Cleantech

sustainability and diversity
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Mind the Bridge is a global open innovation platform, providing services and products to corporates and local
startup ecosystems. Headquartered in Silicon Valley with offices in Barcelona, Seoul and Tel Aviv, and a presence
in Los Angeles, New York and Milan, Mind the Bridge has been working as an international bridge at the
intersection between startups and corporates since 2007.

Mind the Bridge scouts, filters, and works with 10,000+ startups a year supporting global corporations with open
innovation initiatives that translate into curated deals with startups (POCs. procurement, investments, and/or
acquisitions). It also provides corporates with advisory services and benchmarking on innovation strategies and
structures.

Mind the Bridge developed MTB Ecosystem, a AI-powered open innovation matching platform.

Mind the Bridge regularly produces research reports with the goal of sharing insights and data about startup
ecosystems, open innovation, and corporate presence in global innovation hubs. Mind the Bridge reports have
been featured on the Financial Times, USA Today, El Pais, Techcrunch, and more.

Mind the Bridge, in collaboration with the International Chamber of Commerce, the 100 y.o. institution representing
more than 45M businesses worldwide, annually runs the “Corporate Startup Stars” awards, which rates and
awards the most startup-friendly global corporates.

For more info:
http://mindthebridge.com | @mindthebridge

about mind the bridge


